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1 Abstract 
    For the first time, we have the opportunity to systematically characterize the 
repeatability of the pupil and filter wheels of NIRISS in its final flight configuration with 
the extensive catalog of images collected in all its modes in the ISIM-level CV3 test 
campaign. We find that the repeatability of the wheel positions is within ±0.15°, 
consistent with one motor step. The position of the wheels shows a clear dichotomy 
depending on the direction of approach. A CW rotation places any wheel element closer 
to its commanded position than a CCW rotation but with a small residual positive offset. 
The observed tilt of the GR700XD spectrum on the detector correlates well with the 
position of the PW reported by the telemetry when approached from a CCW direction. 
The data suggest a similar correlation for the FW, as measured with the GR150C/R 
spectra, albeit less conclusively, perhaps because these two grisms were approached from 
both wheel directions. Our results indicate that images or spectra of astronomical sources 
at the same telescope pointing may shift by a fraction of a pixel up to several pixels on 
the detector between different visits or exposures if the wheels are moved. It will be 
important to monitor the repeatability of the wheels throughout the mission to improve 
the operations and calibration of NIRISS. 
2 Introduction 
    Ideally, the Pupil Wheel (PW) and Filter Wheel (FW) of NIRISS will always move to 
their commanded positions. Even a small offset in the position of a wheel element 
between visits or exposures could shift the location of an astronomical source or its 
spectrum by a few pixels on the detector and potentially require additional processing 
steps to achieve a consistent and uniform calibration throughout the mission. In this 
report, we characterize the repeatability of the PW and FW with the instrument telemetry 
and exposures collected in the third cryo-vacuum (CV3) campaign (Oct 2015 – Feb 
2016) at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
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3 The Commanded Positions 
    In Figure 1, the layout of the NIRISS Dual Wheel (DW), which consists of the PW and 
the FW, is shown. The wheel elements are numbered from 1 to 9 and the geometrical 
separation between each is therefore 40°. The variable reluctance (VR) sensor is located 
at the first wheel position (F090W and GR150R).  
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic layout of the NIRISS DW. In the light path of NIRISS, a photon traverses the 
PW before the FW. The NRM can be crossed with the F277W, F380M, F430M, or F480M filter. The 
CLEARP can be crossed with the F277W, F356W, or F444W filters (red in the FW) or the F380M, 
F430M, or F480M filters (orange in the FW) and the CLEAR position can be combined with the 
F090W, F115W, F150W, or F200W filters (blue in the PW) or the F140M or F158M elements (light 
blue). 

   Before the NIRISS performance characterization in CV3, the results of the PW and FW 
tilt tests  

• OTP 7.15 Tilt of GR150R  
• OTP 7.15.2 Tilt of GR150C  
• OTP 7.16 Tilt of GR700XD  

were analyzed and served to finalize the positions of the GR700XD, GR150C, and 
GR150R grisms in their wheel. The final center positions for the remainder of CV3 are 
listed in the lookup Tables 1 and 2 below, courtesy of J. Zhou (Honeywell Aerospace, 
03/31/2016).  
    The flight software (FSW; Build 5.5 in CV3) commands the wheels by position (1, 2, 3, 
…, 9) and uses these tables for the conversion to motor steps, resolver counts, resolver 
degrees, and wheel degrees. The motion algorithm uses the wheel degrees and no 
backlash correction is applied. The FSW automatically chooses the wheel direction to 
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minimize the number of wheel steps needed to reach a given wheel element and so the 
maximum number of steps is 4. The positional repeatability of each wheel is expected to 
be one motor step and the FSW iterates towards this value up to three times before raising 
a notification. The resolver rotates over a full revolution (360°) for each wheel position 
and thus the ratio of wheel to resolver rotation is approximately 1/9th. For the PW, 1 
motor step corresponds to 1.4683° resolver degrees or (dividing by 9) 0.1651° wheel 
degrees and for the FW, 1.4266° resolver degrees or 0.1585° wheel degrees (Harpell 
2012). The uncertainty on the wheel position includes the true physical uncertainty (1 
step) from the move and the uncertainty in the resolver reading when the driver is 
energized (even if the wheel is not moved). For the PW, the total uncertainty is therefore 

0.1651! + (0.8 9)! = 0.1875° and for the FW, 0.1817° (S. Delamer, Honeywell 
Aerospace; private communication). As additional information, we note that the resolver 
hardware reports in ADU counts (column 5) which scale to resolver degrees (column 4) 
as one count = 0.022°. In resolver counts, one motor step is therefore 66.74 counts for the 
PW resolver and 64.84 counts for the FW resolver. A movement of one wheel position 
corresponds to about 40° 0.1651° = 242.3 steps and 40° 0.1585° = 252.4 steps for 
the PW and FW, respectively. 
    When facing the PW (as in Figure 1; along the –V1 axis), a clockwise (CW) movement 
places a wheel element in the active position in order of decreasing index (1 à 9 à 8 à 
…) and in the opposite order when facing the FW (along the +V1 direction; 1 à 2 à 3 
à …). For both wheels, a CW direction corresponds to increasing wheel degrees (see 
below) at the active position. 
    More practically, a CW movement of the PW will move the sources on the detector in 
a CW direction when viewed in the “raw” or native detector orientation or in a counter-
clockwise (CCW) direction in the standard sky orientation (+V3 up and +V2 to the left in 
the OTE focal plane). For example, the red end of the GR700XD spectrum moves 
towards larger column numbers or towards smaller rows in these two respective 
coordinate systems (along –V3; Martel 2014) as viewed in DS9 (origin in the bottom-left 
corner). On the other hand, a CW movement of the FW rotates the sources on the detector 
in a CCW direction when viewed in the native detector orientation or CW on the OTE 
focal plane. The red end of a GR150R trace, for example, will move towards larger rows 
(+V2) or smaller columns in these two coordinate systems (again, as viewed in DS9 with 
the origin in the bottom-left corner). Similarly, the red end of the GR150C trace will 
move towards smaller columns (+V3) or larger rows in these coordinate systems. 
    A post-CV3 analysis by the ISIM optics team of the pupil shear indicated that it barely 
met the requirements. A small tweak of two motor steps for the NRM and one step for the 
other PW elements (except GR700XD since its position had already been optimized with 
OTP 7.16) in the CCW direction was recommended. This recommendation was accepted 
on April 15, 2016 (and later revised in June 2016) and the new PW centers were then 
loaded into Build 6.3 of the FSW before delivery to the Johnson Space Center (JSC). For 
completeness, these revised center positions are listed in Appendix A. These will be valid 
for routine operations in orbit and may be further updated pending results from the 
commissioning phase. 
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    As a technical aside, the radius from the center of the PW to the center of each PW 
hole is 109.5 mm so 1° (or 6.05 steps) translates to about 1.91 mm at the element. One 
motor step therefore corresponds to about 0.32 mm. Similarly, the radius of the FW is 
about 112 mm and so 1° (or 6.31 steps) translates to about 1.96 mm at the element and 
one motor step is about 0.31 mm. One motor step corresponds to a 0.8% shear. 
 

Table 1. PW Center Positions in CV3 (see also Appendix A) 

Position Name Motor Steps 
Resolver Reading 

(Degrees) 
± !.!° 

Resolver Reading 
± !" counts 

Resolver Reading 
(Wheel Degrees) 
± !.!"#!° 

1 F090W 0 42.1500 1916 324.6834 
2 CLEARP 243 41.1600 1871 284.5736 
3 GR700XD 478 51.8600 2357 245.7616 
4 NRM 727 41.8600 1903 204.6518 
5 F200W 970 40.8700 1858 164.5418 
6 F150W 1212 41.1600 1871 124.5736 
7 F140M 1454 41.1400 1870 84.5711 
8 F158M 1696 41.4700 1885 44.6078 
9 F115W 1938 41.8400 1902 4.6493 

 
Table 2. FW Center Positions in CV3 (see also Appendix A) 

Position Name Motor Steps 
Resolver Reading 

(Degrees) 
± !.!° 

Resolver Reading 
± !" counts 

Resolver Reading 
(Wheel Degrees) 
± !.!"#"°  

1 GR150R 0 302.1000 13732 33.5667 
2 CLEAR 261 313.8000 14264 74.8667 
3 F480M 514 314.7000 14305 114.9667 
4 F380M 765 314.0000 14273 154.8889 
5 F430M 1017 313.3000 14241 194.8111 
6 F356W 1270 314.4000 14291 234.9333 
7 F444W 1523 314.1000 14277 274.9000 
8 F277W 1775 313.8000 14264 314.8667 
9 GR150C 2023 307.9000 13995 354.2111 

 
    For general reference, in Tables 3 and 4, we tabulate the telemetry mnemonics and 
corresponding FITS header keywords that are most relevant for monitoring the behavior 
of the PW and FW. We provide an example of the values for position 1 of each wheel 
based on exposures collected in CV3. 
 

Table 3. Relevant PW Mnemonics and Keywords for F090W (Position 1) 
Telemetry FITS Keyword Value  Description 

INIS_PWC_PUPIL PWCCRPUP F090W Current PW Element 
INIS_PWC_POS PWCPOS 324.7080 Position of PW Element (degrees) 

INIS_PWC_MTR_RDBKPOS PWRDPOS 1926.0 Actual Resolver Position (ADU Counts) 

INIS_PWC_MTR_RDBKCMD PWRDCMD 243.0 
(from CLEARP) Number of Steps Commanded  

INIS_PWC_MOV PWCLTMOV CLOCK_WISE 
(from CLEARP) Last Movement Direction of PW 
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Table 4. Relevant FW Mnemonics and Keywords for GR150R (Position 1) 

Telemetry FITS Keyword Value  Description 
INIS_FWC_PUPIL FWCCRPUP GR150R Current FW Element 
INIS_FWC_POS FWCPOS 33.6244 Position of FW Element (degrees) 

INIS_FWC_MTR_RDBKPOS FWRDPOS 13771.0 Actual Resolver Position (ADU Counts) 

INIS_FWC_MTR_RDBKCMD FWRDCMD 33028.0*  
(from CLEAR) Number of Steps Commanded  

INIS_FWC_MOV FWCLTMOV COUNTER_CLOCK_WISE 
(from CLEAR) Last Movement Direction of FW 

* The values of PWRDCMD and FWRDCMD are signed integer so that the CCW direction is negative 
(and the CW direction positive), e.g., 32768 – 33028 = -260.  
 

4 Repeatability 

4.1 Wheel Degrees and Offsets 
    We characterize the position of the two wheels and their offsets from their commanded 
positions (listed in Tables 1 and 2) using the PWCPOS and FWCPOS keywords in the 
FITS headers of the raw exposures. These positions are in wheel degrees and are 
therefore more relevant and physically meaningful to observers who want to diagnose 
any shift in the location of astronomical sources in the NIRISS field-of-view (FOV) 
between visits and/or exposures. We only consider exposures collected from the 
beginning of the NIRISS Performance Verification (JOBID = 35410) in the cold plateau 
(after the final table load of the wheel positions for the GR150C, GR150R, and 
GR700XD grisms) to the end of the warm plateau (JOBID = 42627). These exposures 
span 25 days in January 2016. 
    In Figs 2 and 3, we plot the wheel degrees of each element. The dashed line marks the 
commanded position while the red lines represent the uncertainty corresponding to one 
motor step (±0.1651° for the PW and ±0.1585° for the FW). Since there are only a 
small number of exposures for a given wheel element, we combined all their offsets from 
the commanded positions to create a more statistically significant sample and plot them 
in Figure 4. We find that for both wheels, all the wheel positions fall well within the 
uncertainty of one motor step (between the red lines), typically ±0.15°.  
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Figure 2. The position of each element of the PW in wheel degrees (PWCPOS) is shown for JOBID = 
35410 – 42627. The dashed line denotes the commanded position and the red lines the uncertainty of 
one motor step (±!.!"#!°) centered on this position. Only unique values of this keyword are plotted. 
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Figure 3. The position of each element of the FW in wheel degrees (FWCPOS) is shown for JOBID = 
35410 – 42627. The dashed line denotes the commanded position and the red lines the uncertainty of 
one motor step (±!.!"#"°) centered on this position. Only unique values of this keyword are plotted. 
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Figure 4. The offsets between the wheel position and the commanded position in wheel degrees are 
plotted for all the elements of each wheel (JOBID = 35410 – 42627). The vertical dashed and red lines 
are as in Figs 2 and 3. Only unique offsets are plotted. 

4.2 Number of Steps and Direction of Approach 
    We can also verify if there are any trends in the repeatability of the wheels with respect 
the number of steps needed to reach a given wheel element as well as the direction of 
approach. Figure 5 is quite revealing.  Although the sample size is small for steps 2, 3, 
and 4 (since we were trying to minimize the usage of the wheel mechanisms in CV3), 
two general conclusions can be drawn for both wheels: 1) for all number of steps, the 
offsets from the commanded positions are bimodal in the sense that a CW approach 
results in negative offsets while a CCW approach produces a positive offset, and 2) in 
absolute values, the wheels settle closer to their commanded positions in the CW 
direction for all steps except perhaps 2 steps of the FW. 
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Figure 5. The offsets between the wheel positions and their commanded positions in wheel degrees 
are plotted for all the elements of each wheel as a function of the number of steps used to reach any 
given element. The mean and standard deviation of the offsets for a CW approach are shown in blue 
and for a CCW approach, in red. For the PW, there are 72 data points at step 1, 18 at step 2, 18 at 
step 3, and 9 at step 4. Similarly, for the FW, there are 116 data points at step 1, 15 at step 2, 27 at 
step 3, and 8 at step 4. 

4.3 Correlation with Tilt of Spectra 
     So far, we have only characterized the behavior of the wheels based on the telemetry 
of their positions as reported by the PWCPOS and FWCPOS keywords. But do such 
small changes in the wheel positions manifest themselves as measurable shifts or tilts in 
the location and orientation of sources on the detector ?  To help answer this question, 
two wheel repeatability tests were performed in CV3: OTP 7.18 PW Repeatability and 
OTP 7.19 Rev A FW Repeatability. In OTP 7.18, the continuum tungsten source 
produced by the OTE Simulator (OSIM) (Davila et al. 2008; Sullivan et al. 2010) was 
imaged and dispersed in ten consecutive pairs of exposures in the CLEARP + CLEAR 
and GR700XD + CLEAR combinations. Similarly, in OTP 7.19 Rev A, PSFs and spectra 
were collected in the CLEARP + CLEAR, CLEARP + GR150R, and CLEARP + 
GR150C in a sequence similar to true on-orbit observations. No blocking filter was 
placed in the light path so that multiple orders could be imaged simultaneously, offering 
more leverage in measuring the tilt of the spectra on the detector. More details on the 
strategy and implementation of these tests can be found in Martel (2016). All the 
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exposures were processed uniformly with standard calibration pipeline steps (0th frame 
subtraction, drift correction with the horizontal reference pixels, and slope image). 
    In Figure 6, we plot the offsets of the wheels from their commanded positions as 
returned by the telemetry for the grism exposures of both tests. Surprisingly, for all three 
grisms, the offsets are tightly clustered and show relatively little scatter, perhaps 
indicating that on the short time scale of these two tests (1.4 hours each) the PW and FW 
repeatability is very consistent. We analyze the results for each grism in greater detail in 
the following. 

 
Figure 6. The offsets between the wheel position and the commanded position in wheel degrees are 
plotted but for the grism exposures of OTP 7.18 PW Repeatability (JOBID = 36306 – 36340) and 
OTP 7.19 Rev A FW Repeatability (JOBID = 36361 – 36402).  

4.3.1 GR700XD (PW) 
    In OTP 7.18, the GR700XD position always followed the CLEARP position in a CCW 
rotation of the PW. The PWCPOS values are all greater than the commanded position, 
resulting in positive offsets (Figure 6), consistent with our findings for a CCW motion 
(Section 4.2). The offsets are clustered around 0.096° and have a total range of about 
0.02°. Over the length of the entire 1st-order spectrum, which spans the full size (2040 
pixels) of the detector, 0.02° corresponds to about 0.7 pix and so we can verify if this 
scatter can be measured in the observed GR700XD spectra. To do so, we measure the 
difference between the flux-weighted centroid of a cut made along the spatial direction in 
the blue and red ends of each spectrum, i.e., (blue centroid – red centroid). We call this 
difference the “tilt” and it is expressed in pixels. The first spectrum (JOBID = 36309) in 
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the test sequence represents our reference and so its tilt was simply subtracted from that 
of the nine following spectra.   
    In Figure 7, we show this measured tilt as a function of the wheel position in wheel 
degrees. Clearly, the range in the measured tilt is about 0.7 pix, consistent with the range 
in PWCPOS. Moreover, there is a tight linear correlation between the wheel position 
returned by the PWCPOS value and the measured tilt, even over such a narrow range of 
wheel degrees. Hence, it appears that the tilt can be predicted to subpixel accuracy by 
simply reading the wheel position from the PWCPOS keyword. 

 
Figure 7. The tilt of the GR700XD spectra collected in OTP 7.18 is plotted as a function of the PW 
position in wheel degrees (PWCPOS). These are not plotted in chronological order. 

4.3.2 GR150C and GR150R (FW) 
    In OTP 7.19, a GR150C exposure always follows a GR150R exposure and so is always 
approached from a CCW direction, resulting in a positive offset between the final wheel 
position and its commanded position (Figure 5). On the other hand, the GR150R is 
approached from either direction (CCW for CLEAR and CW for GR150C), thus 
producing a larger range in the offsets in Figure 6, both negative and positive. The 
GR150C positions are all strongly peaked at around 0.026° but with two outliers near 
0.15° for a net range of 0.12° or 4 pixels over the full size of the detector (2040 pix). 
Similarly, the GR150R wheel positions in this test have a mean value of around 0° with a 
range of about 0.09° or 3 pix on the detector.  
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    Following a similar analysis as for the GR700XD grism above, we show in Figure 8 
the measured tilt of the GR150C and GR150R traces on the detector as a function of the 
wheel degrees (FWCPOS). As expected, the tilts of both grisms show a range of around 
3−4 pix and the two outliers of GR150C are cleanly separated at the largest tilts. The 
wheel position can therefore provide a good estimate of the tilt of the spectra on the 
detector. But unlike the PW (Figure 7), the relationship between the tilt and the FW 
position is inconclusive. The figure hints that larger FW angles result in larger tilts for 
GR150C and smaller tilts in GR150R. It would be informative to repeat this analysis but 
with a larger sample of GR150C/R traces taken in other CV3 activities, preferably near 
the same field location (to minimize any impact from the field distortion). 

 
Figure 8. The tilt of the GR150C and GR150R spectra collected in OTP 7.19 is plotted as a function 
of the FW position in wheel degrees (FWCPOS).  

5 Conclusions 
    We have characterized the repeatability of the PW and FW of NIRISS based on 
observations collected in CV3 with the instrument in its final flight configuration. We 
summarize our results below with general comments on any potential impact on the 
operations and calibration of NIRISS: 

1. The wheel positions are within ±0.15° of their commanded positions, consistent 
with offsets up to one motor step. In a worst-case scenario, GR700XD spectra 
could shift up to 10 pix on the detector between exposures taken over several 
visits. A GR150C or GR150R trace crossed with F200W would show a scatter of 
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roughly 0.6 pix over the length of its +1 order. On short time scales, e.g. 1 – 2 
hours, the scatters may be smaller.  

2. The wheels show a bias between a CW and CCW rotation. A CW rotation places 
any element of the wheels closest to its commanded position, irrespective of the 
number of steps needed to reach that position, and the offset between the final and 
commanded positions is negative. This suggests that template logic (as in the 
Astronomer’s Proposal Tool) should preferentially order a series of exposures 
with different wheel elements in a CW direction to consistently place the wheel 
closest to its commanded position.  

3. For the PW, the observed tilt on the detector correlates very well with the wheel 
position. This offers the possibility of accurately mapping the position of the 
different spectral orders of a GR700XD exposure at a subpixel precision to 
improve the calibration and extraction of the spectra. For example, an accurate 
knowledge of the location of the traces on the detector is necessary for certain 
steps of the JWST pipeline, such as flat fielding. For the FW, the correlation is not 
as well defined.   

   In orbit, the repeatability of the PW and FW will be characterized thoroughly as new 
data are collected. This will help refine the operations and calibration of NIRISS as the 
mission progresses. 
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Appendix A. PW and FW Center Positions in FSW Build 6.3 
    The PW and FW center positions in FSW Build 6.3 (after June 23, 2016) for the 
ground activities at JSC with OTIS (OTE + ISIM) and for on-orbit commissioning are 
given in Tables A.1 and A.2. Only the PW centers have changed. 
 

Table A.1 PW Center Positions for OTIS/JSC and Commissioning Activities 

Position Name Motor Steps 
Resolver Reading 

(Degrees) 
± !.!° 

Resolver Reading 
± !" counts 

Resolver Reading 
(Wheel Degrees) 
± !.!"#!°  

1 F090W 0 43.6319 1983 324.8480 
2 CLEARP 243 42.6429 1938 284.7381 
3 GR700XD 479 51.8600 2357 245.7600 
4 NRM 726 44.8318 2038 204.9813 
5 F200W 970 42.3579 1925 164.7064 
6 F150W 1212 42.6429 1938 124.7381 
7 F140M 1454 42.6209 1937 84.7356 
8 F158M 1696 42.9509 1952 44.7723 
9 F115W 1938 43.3239 1969 4.8138 

 
Table A.2 FW Center Positions for OTIS/JSC and Commissioning Activities 

Position Name Motor Steps 
Resolver Reading 

(Degrees) 
± !.!° 

Resolver Reading 
± !" counts 

Resolver Reading 
(Wheel Degrees) 
± !.!"#"°  

1 GR150R 0 302.1000 13732 33.5667 
2 CLEAR 261 313.8000 14264 74.8667 
3 F480M 514 314.7000 14305 114.9667 
4 F380M 765 314.0000 14273 154.8889 
5 F430M 1017 313.3000 14241 194.8111 
6 F356W 1270 314.4000 14291 234.9333 
7 F444W 1523 314.1000 14277 274.9000 
8 F277W 1775 313.8000 14264 314.8667 
9 GR150C 2023 307.9000 13995 354.2111 

 


